Now that he’s halfway through his term, will Mayor Potter finally
manage to turn talk into action before his time runs out?
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Where’s the mayor?
He was supposed to be on hand this blustery October morning for the long-awaited dedication of three pedestrian
bridges on the Springwater Corridor Trail. The crowd at SE 19th & Ochoco has already heard from several local worthies, including Congressman Earl Blumenauer, Milwaukie Mayor Jim Bernard and Metro Councilor Rex Burkholder.
Now it’s time to cut the ribbon, but Tom Potter is nowhere in sight. So the organizers decree that the show must go on.
On cue, two kilted pipers breathe deep, squeeze out a stirring march and lead the crowd on a stately procession toward
the bridges for the official ceremony.
Far in the distance, a familiar figure strides purposefully along the trail, tie flapping, cheeks flushed, hair an immaculate
steel wave. It’s been a tough month for Potter. He’s fencing with the City Council over control of the Portland Development Commission. His former police chief has initiated legal proceedings against him and the city, alleging racial
discrimination. And he’s facing public outcry over the case of a schizophrenic man who died in police custody after a
brutal takedown in the Pearl District.
The mayor’s immediate concern, however, is to overtake the bagpipers in time to cut the ribbon. But just as he is
about to break into full magisterial gallop, he encounters an old friend, greenspace advocate Barbara Walker, trailing
behind the procession with a cane. Ignoring the silent pleas on the faces of his aides, Potter stops and offers a gallant arm. Walker slips her hand through the crook of his elbow, and the pair ambles along at a courtly pace, reminiscing about days gone by. The aides exchange impatient glances, but they know better than to prod. The ribbons,
the reporters, the regalia—they can wait. Potter will be damned before he makes an elderly woman quicken her step.
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In fall 2003, Tom Potter was a political asterisk. Everyone knew

that Portland’s next mayor was going to be City Commissioner Jim
Francesconi, who had spent eight years on the council and enjoyed
the backing of the city’s power brokers. That he wasn’t particularly
popular didn’t seem to matter; potential rivals were scared off by
his million-dollar war chest.
Potter, on the other hand, was the quintessential dark horse. He
had never held elective office; his main qualification was that he had
served as the city’s police chief in the early ’90s. Fondly remembered for joining the Gay Pride parade in 1991, when Oregon found
itself caught in the cultural crossfire over gay rights, he had since
vanished almost completely from the public eye.
Potter campaigned on the premise that Portland’s government had become dangerously disengaged from
average citizens, and that City Hall had become
the demesne of big-money donors. To prove his
independence, he pledged to refuse any donation above $25 for the primary election and
above $100 for the general—a move widely
viewed as lunacy. “I told him it couldn’t be
done,” says City Commissioner Erik Sten,
who endorsed Potter anyway. But when
the final ballots were tallied, the folksy
former police chief romped home with a
resounding 61 percent of the vote—the
biggest political upset Portland had seen
in 20 years.
Now that Potter is halfway through his
term, supporters and detractors have begun
taking stock of his accomplishments. On the
plus side, virtually everyone agrees that the mayor
works hard and listens well; his popular approval ratings hover in the mid-60s. He wins kudos for his efforts
to mend fences and to reach out to marginalized groups, such
as the time soon after his inauguration when he joined the city’s
two-wheeled anarchists for a Critical Mass demonstration on his
recumbent bicycle. “I think he’s doing an excellent job so far,” says
JoAnn Bowman, a former state legislator and an influential figure in
Portland’s African-American community. “He’s taken a thoughtful
approach to governing Portland. I know he’s been criticized for not
moving fast enough, but I think he’s right not to rush.”
Yet even after two full years at the helm, the mayor remains
something of an enigma. He wraps his agenda in do-good platitudes.
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‘He’s been criticized for not
moving fast enough, but I think
he’s right not to rush.’
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At City Council hearings, Potter exudes a sphinxlike air of detachment. An awkward public speaker at best—for a populist mayor,
it’s amazing just how feeble his rhetorical skills are whenever he’s
in front of a crowd—he sits for hours with his arms folded on the
table, each hand clasping the opposite wrist, swaddled in a pensive
calm. Watching Potter preside over the interminable meetings that
dominate a big-city mayor’s schedule, you get the uneasy feeling that
the momentum that swept him into office has begun to ebb—and
you sense that it’s because he’s so intent on listening to everyone
that he’s not getting much done.
“I think Tom is more of a philosopher than an executive,” says
former mayor Bud Clark.

“Part Two needs to start coming soon,” warns developer Robert
Ball, who flirted with the idea of running for mayor in 2004 before
he threw his support behind Potter.
Potter bristles at any suggestion that he’s more talk than action.
“There’s a lot of action,” he says in his third-floor office at City
Hall, which is decorated with 1896-vintage oak trim, a potted succulent and ivy, and an enormous Native American blanket. The
room goes momentarily silent except for the hollow thunk of an
antique pendulum clock. At this point in the interview, most politicians would start listing achievements—potholes filled, sewers dug,
business licenses issued—but Potter doesn’t
do that. Instead, he leans forward and
deconstructs the question.
“Here’s something you’re missing,” he says. “The talking is
action. Talking gets people
to start recognizing each
At the dedication
other. Seeing similarities.
of the Springwater
Understanding issues.
Corridor Trail
First you have to idenThree Bridges
project on Oct 19
tify the problem. And
the first rule of power is
who gets to decide what
the problem is.”
The thing about Tom
Potter is that while he
may be mayor, he’s not
a politician, at least not
in the traditional sense. He
doesn’t care about notching up a conventional list of
accomplishments, fixated as he
is on what he sees as his primary
mission: to repair the city’s relationship
with its citizens and to restore the spirit of Jeffersonian democracy, in practice through his $1.1 million “visioning”
effort to create a plan for the future of Portland based on the views
of ordinary people.
Supporters say the mayor’s vision quest proves that he honors
the will of the people above his own agenda. Detractors say it demonstrates a poverty of imagination. “His whole adult life, he’s been
following orders,” says one City Hall observer, who like several other
insiders declined to be quoted by name for fear that doing so would
jeopardize their standing with the mayor. “And that’s what he wants
the community to give him.”

The defining moment of Tom Potter’s career took place

in summer 1966, when he was a rookie cop patrolling the mean
streets of Sellwood—in those days a run-down neighborhood awash
in drugs, gangs and crime. One day a resident flagged down Potter’s
patrol car and asked what he could do to help the police. The rookie
cop said he’d ask his boss and get back to him. That night, after
filling out the day’s paperwork, Potter reported the encounter to
his sergeant, who advised him to tell the man to stay inside and let
the police do their job.
To Potter, that reaction encapsulated everything that was wrong
with traditional policing. Neighbors, he believed, could be an invaluable resource in fighting crime, but too often cops dismissed them
as busybodies.
Today, if you look up “community policing” on Wikipedia, you’ll
find Tom Potter credited as its inventor, which isn’t quite true. But
it’s fair to say that he was one of the movement’s earliest and most
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views and “art activities” with homeless people; $1,000 to ascertain
the views of fifth graders at Chapman Elementary; $20,000 to commission a play about eight fictional Portlanders—one of whom is
a cop running for mayor.
Even at this advanced date, it remains maddeningly unclear to
some just what, exactly, the whole visioning process will produce.

‘Cops value qualities like
honor and loyalty. But there
is no chivalry in politics.’
Nonetheless, Potter defends the initiative as vital to building relationships between the city and its citizens.
“Relationships are highly underrated, especially by the media,”
he says. “You see, what you want is a monument. You want this
little pedestal with something on it, that says, ‘Here’s what I did.’
It’s this great big bridge or this tram or this building or this park.
But you know something? Cities are about people. Buildings, parks,
trams—they’re designed for people. A clear understanding of
what those people want, what they’re willing to do to make
it happen—that’s monumental. You say, ‘That sounds
nice.’ To me, this is basic democracy. That’s what
we’re talking about here.”
The former
police chief
wears a new hat
as mayor.

While Potter might prefer to con-

centrate on rewriting Portland’s social
contract, he also must grapple with the
workaday business of running a city of
562,000 people. His lack of political
experience has been exposed on several
occasions: Observers broadly agree that
he overreacted, for example, to a bizarre
episode last May in which an FBI agent
ham-handedly attempted to recruit a City
Hall staffer as a bureau informant. Instead of
discreetly airing his concerns with the bureau,
Potter reported the incident in an open letter to
the city on the mayor’s Web site, writing that the
“FBI’s recent actions smack of ‘Big Brother,’” then
held a press conference to address the media circus that
ensued. (The FBI, and the public, shrugged.)
More significantly, veteran politicos say that Potter mishandled
the uproar triggered by then-police commander Derrick Foxworth’s
steamy e-mails to a desk clerk. The mayor and the chief had been close
since their days together in the police bureau, when Potter promoted
Foxworth to be the bureau’s spokesperson. “I thought of him not just
as a protégé,” Potter says, “but in some respects like a son.” After the
now notorious e-mails (dating from 2000 and 2001) were leaked to
the press in April of last year, Potter’s first instinct was to stand by
Foxworth, who by then had been promoted to chief. He insisted that
Foxworth stay in charge until a preliminary investigation could be
completed, then doggedly maintained that position, reiterating it in
a letter he faxed to union officials a week after the scandal broke.
Just hours later, however, he buckled under the pressure, announcing
that he had placed Foxworth on leave even though the investigation
was still under way. Potter has won praise for the person he chose
to succeed Foxworth, Rosie Sizer, but the sudden reversal made him
look weak. “That flip-flop was just idiotic,” says one observer. “He
continued on page 164
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passionate proponents. When he was promoted to captain in 1986,
Potter got the chance to apply his community policing theories to
real-world problems, namely, the drug dealing and prostitution that
flourished among the tawdry motels along N Interstate Ave. Rather
than assign more patrol cars to the area, Potter persuaded motel
owners to record license plate numbers and examine ID cards for
all guests as a way to combat criminal activity. Within a year, calls
to police from the area had dropped 80 percent, Potter claimed in
old press reports.
“Portland was clearly one of the leaders in community policing,”
says Brian Renauer, assistant professor of criminology and criminal
justice at PSU.
Community policing centers on three key insights. First, that
neighbors, not police, should define the problems. Second, that the
most effective way to fight crime is to get residents to take part in
policing their own communities. Third, that giving officers flexibility
to solve problems, rather than insisting that they arrest bad guys,
is crucial. “When I was on the force, I learned that there’ll never be
enough police to solve all the problems,” Potter says. “But if you get the
citizens and the police working together, you’ve got part of the
solution.”
Potter staked his career as a cop on these
ideas—a decision that ultimately led
him to the chief’s badge. Now he’s
making the same bet as mayor.
“For too long, political leaders
have told people: Go back in
your house; we’ll take care of
things,” he says. “The citizens have got to be part
of the solution.”
Whether or not the
principles of community policing will work
in the realm of community governance remains
an open question, but
that’s not stopping Potter
from attempting to apply
them anyway. He’s reorganizing Portland’s patchwork
of neighborhood associations.
He’s reviewing the city’s charter.
Nearly every month, he holds neighborhood meetings at which everyday citizens can sign up for “Ten Minutes With Tom.” But
the soul of Potter’s administration is his visioning initiative, known
as VisionPDX.
“He’s betting pretty heavily on this,” says one observer.
The goal of VisionPDX is to develop a strategic plan for the city
based on input from ordinary people—and not just the usual civic
suspects. Surveys were translated into Spanish, Russian, Arabic,
Cambodian, Lao, Chinese and Korean. Special efforts were made to
reach out to Somali refugees and Kurdish immigrants. Organizers
built a “Vision Vessel,” a futuristic mobile kiosk where citizens could
answer the mayor’s survey and describe their goals for the city in
front of a video camera.
Skeptics see the visioning process as an example of feel-good
governance run amok. They point out that the official visioning
committee, for example, has no fewer than 46 members. And they
wonder whether public money devoted to the cause is being well
spent: $14,842 for a participatory play based on the Wizard of Oz;
$3,723 for a symposium of landscape architects; $4,900 for inter-
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Ten Minutes
With Tom
continued from page 128

doesn’t have the aptitude for politics—or the
stomach for it, either.”
But Potter’s political tin ear was never
more obvious than in his response to the
crisis that loomed over the city’s schools in
January 2006.
A partisan logjam in Salem, combined with
the sunsetting of Multnomah County’s threeyear special income tax,(which voters had
approved in 2003), meant that Portland Public
Schools (PPS), by far the state’s largest school
district, faced a potentially devastating $57
million shortfall. Technically, the mayor has
no authority over the schools, but Potter has
never bothered much about technicalities.
Add in the fact that his chief of staff, Nancy
Hamilton, is a parent-activist who cut her
teeth campaigning for the three-year income
tax, and the lifeguard mayor was suddenly
poised to make his first big splash.
Potter unveiled his solution at a kickoff
rally at Benson High School on January 26.
His plan called for a $69 million income tax
to be shared among PPS and the five other
school districts that straddle the city. “I know
there are a lot of people who are tired of paying
taxes,” Potter told the crowd, according to the
Oregonian. “But I don’t consider this paying
taxes. I consider it investing in children.”
Within days, however, Potter’s plan began
to unravel. East of 82nd Ave, parents grumbled about the formula for distributing the
tax among the six school districts. Administrators for the David Douglas School District
claimed that while the tax would produce an
additional $1,105 per student for Portland
schools, it would only produce $595 for each
David Douglas student—a stinging criticism,
given that Potter had held his mayoral inauguration at David Douglas High School to
emphasize his commitment to East Portland. Meanwhile, business leaders griped that
they had supported the original Multnomah
County income tax on the condition that it
would disappear after three years. The city
tax, they said, looked like the county tax in
new costume. Amazingly, it turned out that
the mayor’s office had not done any polling
before issuing its proposal.
By the timea poll was commissioned, the
results were grim: Less than 40 percent of
voters supported the idea. The proposal was
dead on arrival—in part because Potter’s team
had rushed it to the table without lining up
the requisite political support.
“The whole school funding thing was a
disaster and an embarrassment,” says one
City Hall observer.
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“It was really extraordinary,” says another.
“He was walked to the edge of the cliff, and
he was pushed off.”
Potter acknowledges that the school tax
proposal did not go as he hoped. “I got shot
down,” he says. “I found that sometimes when
you step out in front, the people behind you,
who said, ‘Sorry, we don’t have any ideas,’
sometimes will be the first to criticize.”
Nonetheless, he insists that his proposal
created momentum for future deal-making.
After Potter’s initiative collapsed, school leaders convened a summit and cobbled together
a $19 million stopgap solution that included
$13 million from local businesses and the city’s
general fund, $3 million from the county and $3
million from lottery revenues—a messy package, but enough to keep the schools in session
until voters approved a levy in November.
Some observers say the episode demonstrated Potter’s strengths as well as his weaknesses. “The mayor played an important role
in getting people to the table and keeping
them at the table,” says Sandra McDonough
of the Portland Business Alliance, an influential group that endorsed Francesconi, but
that Potter has since won over.
Overall, however, the crisis demonstrated
the flip side of having a policeman—especially
this policeman—as mayor. “Cops value qualities like honor and loyalty,” says one observer.
“But there is no chivalry in politics.”
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On a recent

Saturday morning at the
Blue Moose Café on NE Fremont St, amid
the clink of flatware and the hiss of espresso,
Tom Potter held court at a corner table, looking mayoral in a striped oxford shirt with a
ballpoint pen in his breast pocket, his hair
combed with constabulary zeal. It was time
for this month’s “Ten Minutes With Tom.” On
this particular Saturday, he was listening to an
earnest young couple who had just relocated
from Chicago explain that they didn’t feel safe
aboard MAX, while his aides buzzed around,
brandishing cell phones.
Potter may sound wooden in big groups,
but in intimate sessions like this he comes
alive. He looked the couple in the eye, and
clucked sympathetically at the threatening
atmosphere they described. Even though the
mayor has virtually no control over MAX,
which is run by TriMet, he took a full report,
asking for specifics like an old beat cop. His
aides eyed the clock—this particular 10 minutes was inexorably stretching into 15—but
Potter was in no mood to be hurried. He
clearly relished his role as civic police officer:
listening to complainants, building relationships, trying to solve the city’s problems one
face at a time.
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